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Abstract
On 25 August 2005, three waterspouts were observed close to the research platform FINO1, 45 km off the
German North Sea coast and situated in a prospected large offshore wind park area. We analyse this case
in relation to the synoptic setting of a waterspout day over the Baltic Sea and compare it to the waterspout
climatology of the German Bight and the western and south-western parts of the Baltic Sea. The waterspout
hazard to offshore wind parks is assessed as about 1 waterspout per year and per 10 000 km2. So, should
current scenarios for future wind park development materialise, their large total area may experience a
waterspout every other year. The prediction of such events is investigated in view of concepts recently
proposed for Mediterranean and western North Sea waterspout forecasting. Reporting issues influencing the
climatology encompass both a weekend low in reported events, as well as a bias toward ship routes and main
SYNOP times in ship reports. The latter may be mitigated by more reports from yachtsmen.
Zusammenfassung
Drei Wasserhosen wurden im August 2005 nahe der Forschungsplattform FINO1 45 km vor der deutschen
Nordseeku¨ste beobachtet, in einem fu¨r die Errichtung eines großen Windparks vorgesehenen Gebiet. Wir
analysieren diesen Fall im Vergleich zur synoptischen Lage eines Wasserhosen-Tags u¨ber der Ostsee und
ordnen ihn in die Wasserhosen-Klimatologie der Deutschen Bucht und der westlichen und su¨dwestlichen
Ostsee ein. Die Bedrohung von offshore-Windparks durch Wasserhosen wird mit etwa 1 Wasserhose pro
Jahr und pro 10 000 km2 beziffert. Falls heutige Szenarien fu¨r den Ausbau solcher Windparks Wirklichkeit
werden, kann somit auf deren großer Gesamtfla¨che alle paar Jahre mit einer Wasserhose gerechnet werden.
Die Vorhersage solcher Ereignisse wird im Hinblick auf Konzepte untersucht, die ku¨rzlich fu¨r Wasserhosen
u¨ber dem Mittelmeer und der westlichen Nordsee vorgeschlagen wurden. Probleme bei den Meldungen,
die die Klimatologie beeinflussen, sind sowohl ein Wochenend-Minimum der Meldungen, als auch eine
Bevorzugung von Schiffsrouten und den synoptischen Hauptterminen bei Schiffswettermeldungen. Solche
Einflu¨sse ko¨nnten durch mehr Meldungen von Seglern vermindert werden.
1 Introduction
Tornadoes are vortices which form from convective
clouds and extend to the ground. Waterspouts are tor-
nadoes over extended water surfaces (WEGENER, 1917;
cf. DOTZEK, 2003). In general, waterspouts are non-
mesocyclonic (and often multi-funnel) tornadoes and
hence of lower intensity (cf. GOLDEN, 1999; DOTZEK
et al., 2005) than mesocyclonic tornadoes which account
for a large portion of the tornadoes over land surfaces in
Germany (DOTZEK, 2001, 2005).
Tornadoes and waterspouts can be frightening and
threatening phenomena. Therefore, people often have
paid attention to them and various descriptions of them
in the last centuries have been passed down to our times.
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In the Age of Enlightenment their origin was still un-
clear. Sulphurous odours were believed to be noticed
when they passed; and because they commonly ap-
pear together with lightning, their origin from electric
forces was discussed (cf. FORSTER, 1778; WILD, 1801;
WOLKE, 1802; MURHARD, 1802 for historic descrip-
tions of and reasoning on waterspouts). Even supposed
effects of waterspouts such as fish rain over land were
observed and discussed at that time (The fall of herrings
at Bernardy, Scotland, took place in June of 1824, prob-
ably June 30; and, it was further reported in: “Supposed
effects of a water-spout” Philosophical Magazine, Au-
gust 1824, 152–154.). Only around the turn of the twen-
tieth century, the body of evidence concerning water-
spout formation had grown sufficiently to allow for more
quantitative conceptual models of waterspouts, as pre-
sented, for instance by REYE (1872), FERREL (1893) or
WEGENER (1917).
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GOLDEN (1974a, b) and SIMPSON et al. (1986) have
further taken into account characteristics of the wa-
terspout life cycle, and demonstrated that it is often
initiated by fair-weather cumuli or cumulus congestus
(Cu con) and not necessarily by thunderstorms. BRADY
and SZOKE (1989) as well as WAKIMOTO and WIL-
SON (1989) noted the similar dynamics of waterspouts
and non-mesocyclonic tornadoes over land (accordingly
sometimes denoted as “landspouts”). Here, pre-existing
vertical vorticity within the boundary layer is amplified
by vortex stretching below and within the cumulus up-
draft. Sources for vertical vorticity near the ground may
be convergence lines, outflow boundaries from advanc-
ing cold pools, or sea breezes. In particular, the collision
of two such boundaries moving in opposite directions
appears to be a key process to establish vertical vorticity
in the boundary layer.
In general, following HOUZE (1993) and DOSWELL
(2001), tornado formation depends largely on the fol-
lowing conditions:
• (potential) instability with dry and cold air masses
above a boundary layer capped by a stable layer
preventing premature release of the instability;
• a high level of moisture in the boundary layer leading
to low cloud bases;
• strong vertical wind shear (in particular for mesocy-
clonic thunderstorms);
• pre-existing boundary layer vertical vorticity (in par-
ticular for non-mesocyclonic convection).
To initiate convection, a source of lift is required, which
in the case of waterspouts may be provided by the above
mentioned near-surface horizontal convergence.
So although the characteristics of tornado and wa-
terspout formation are understood in principle today,
prediction of their actual occurrence remains difficult
because the above variety of different favourable con-
ditions have to be met simultaneously. To forecast or
nowcast waterspouts, different techniques have been de-
veloped, like Doppler radar methods (e.g., CHOY and
SPRATT, 1994, 1995) or tailored indices aiming to cap-
ture the basic ingredients for waterspout formation (e.g.,
SZILAGYI, 2009).
From these conditions, one would expect to find wa-
terspouts most frequently over warm oceans. Aside from
many historical reports over tropical oceans, this is con-
firmed by studies from Florida, USA (GOLDEN, 1974a,
b, 1999), the Mediterranean (SIOUTAS and KEUL, 2007;
KEUL et al., 2009), and Japan (NIINO et al, 1997; SUG-
AWARA and KOBAYASHI, 2008). But they also occur
regularly over waters of moderate temperature, such as
the North and Baltic Seas in Europe. In particular, the
former is an area in which large offshore wind parks are
planned. On 25 August 2005, three waterspouts were ob-
served close to the offshore wind energy research plat-
form FINO1 (NEUMANN et al., 2006) 45 km off the
Figure 1: Photographs of waterspouts near FINO1 research plat-
form on 25 August 2005: (a) 1135 and (b) 1141 UTC (photos: (a)
Christiana Lefebvre, (b) Kim Mittendorf). The image contrast was
enhanced by 50 %.
coast of the island Borkum in the German Bight be-
tween 1100 and 1141 UTC (cf. Fig. 1). Later on, another
waterspout occurred more north-eastward, near the Ger-
man island of Sylt from about 1505 to 1520 UTC. At
about 1645, an additional funnel cloud was observed.
We use this case to study waterspouts of this area in a
more general context, to arrive at conclusions concern-
ing their hazards and prediction.
The paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 starts with an
overview of the German waterspout climatology, while
Sec. 3 presents the North Sea case study of 25 August
2005 and compares it to a Baltic Sea waterspout case on
10 April 1951. Despite the limited data availability of
this old case, it is useful for comparison, as also a num-
ber of waterspouts developed, but from thunderstorms,
not fair-weather cumuli. In Sec. 4, waterspout predic-
tion and reporting issues are discussed, and Sec. 5 gives
our conclusions.
2 Climatology
Significant progress concerning the German severe
storms climatology has been achieved by the TorDACH
network over a period of 10 years (cf. DOTZEK, 2001,
2003, 2005 and www.tordach.org/de/). Data collection
by TorDACH was terminated by the end of 2005, and
the data were converted to the European Severe Weather
Database format (ESWD, see DOTZEK et al., 2009, and
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Figure 2: a) TorDACH V1.6 waterspout (dark grey) and landfalling waterspout (medium grey) reports from 1950 to 2005. b) Incidence
from all waterspout reports from 1950 to 2005 in reports per year and per 10 000 km2 (rounded to one digit, so 0.0 means 0.0 to 0.05; 0.1
means 0.05 to 0.15 reports per year and per 10 000 km2 and so forth).
www.essl.org/ESWD/) and added to it. Since 2006, all
German severe storm reports solely contribute to the
ESWD.
Here, we outline the German waterspout climatology
based on the final, quality-controlled TorDACH dataset
V1.6, which will remain unchanged for future compari-
son of climatological data with the 2005 state of knowl-
edge. Fig. 2a reveals how the locations of waterspouts
based on eyewitness reports from 1950–2005 favour the
shallow coastal waters of the North and Baltic seas, with
a much lower density of reports farther offshore. Lake
Constance has another peak of waterspout occurrence.
Unlike the North and Baltic Sea cases, where land-
sea breezes might contribute to forming convergence
lines close to the coast and favourable for waterspout
development, the near-surface winds over Lake Con-
stance might be affected by orographic effects of the
Alps. Here, mesoscale flow regimes are likely to de-
velop which resemble the land-sea breeze effects present
at the seacoast and which might lead to colliding early-
morning land breezes over the lake. This assumption is
supported by the fact that except for one report, none of
the Lake Constance waterspouts made landfall, but they
were apparently coupled to a stationary flow regime over
the lake.
Fig. 2b gives the incidence of waterspout reports for
the data points in Fig. 2a and substantiates the enhanced
density of reports near the coastline, where both land
and ship observations contribute to a better complete-
ness of reports. The incidence over Lake Constance is
quite high and reaches values comparable to those at the
seacoast. There, the highest incidence follows for the re-
gion around the island of Helgoland (about 0.9 reports
per year and per 10 000 km2). This maximum near Hel-
goland may be due to two separate reasons: First, the
density of observers is obviously much higher on the
island than over the nearby waters, and the orography
of the island (elevated plain with cliff coast) fosters the
observation of waterspouts even farther offshore. Sec-
ond, orography itself may have an influence on the fre-
quency of waterspout occurrence: The island presents an
obstacle to the low-level flow and may help to provide
environments prone to waterspout formation by trigger-
ing leeward convergence zones in the planetary bound-
ary layer (cf. CHRISTIANSEN and HASAGER, 2005).
For completeness, we note that the numerical values
of waterspout incidence over the 56-year period 1950–
2005 in Fig. 2b are likely underestimating the true wa-
terspout incidence. This can be seen from Fig. 3a show-
ing the decadal time series of waterspouts in Germany
from 1800 to 2005. Clearly, waterspout reporting has
become much more effective since about the year 2000,
mainly due to widespread availability of digital camera
and video equipment, internet weather forums, and in-
creased awareness among the public. Similar jumps in
the number of reported events in the TorDACH archive
also occurred for tornadoes over land, damaging winds
and hail (not shown), thus paralleling an evolution in re-
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Figure 3: a) Decadal time series, b) diurnal cycle, c) annual cycle monthly, and d) annual cycle, daily, of waterspout (W) or landfalling
waterspout (WT) reports in the TorDACH V1.6 database. In b) the bars above labels a-e denote the diurnal cycle for cases in which time
was only reported as “morning”, “midday”, “afternoon”, “evening”, or “night”, respectively.
porting efficiency that took place in the USA after 1953
(cf. DOTZEK et al., 2005, 2009).
Fig. 3a also shows that jumps in reporting efficiency
have occurred earlier as well. Virtually no reports are
available before 1880, which marked the start of the
period on which WEGENER (1917) based his clima-
tological analysis of tornadoes in Europe. The strong
rise in the 1930s is due to the work of Johannes Letz-
mann who continued Wegener’s research on tornadoes
(cf. DOTZEK et al., 2008). Again, virtually no reports
are available in the 1940s due to World War II, and
while the 1950s (from which we show a case in Sec.
3.2) and 1960s saw relatively high numbers of reports,
these numbers dropped until the 1980s, due to vanishing
interest in the phenomenon. This trend was reversed by
the end of the 1990s, when the current rise in reports had
its origin.
The diurnal cycle in Fig. 3b exhibits strong variabil-
ity, likely influenced by a high noise level in the data.
Only the supplementary diurnal cycle based on addi-
tional cases with coarse time specifications like “morn-
ing” or “afternoon” shows a relatively smooth distribu-
tion peaking around noon. The climatological expecta-
tion for enhanced waterspout occurrence would be the
morning or midday hours, when the instability of the
marine boundary layer is strongest due to nearly con-
stant sea surface temperatures (SST) and cooling of the
air aloft overnight. The noise in Fig. 3b with the abso-
lute maximum between 1100 and 1200 UTC is a report-
ing artefact which can be attributed to the SYNOP ship
reports in the TorDACH data. This will be discussed in
more detail in Sec. 4.2.
Fortunately, the annual cycle shown in Fig. 3c,d is
much better-behaved. Fig. 3c shows a late-summer to
early-autumn maximum in the distribution of “pure” wa-
terspouts, i. e. those which remain offshore during their
entire life-cycles. This is plausible for similar reasons
as with the expected morning maximum in the diurnal
cycle: In August and September, the SST of the shal-
low coastal waters is still high, while the first autumnal
northerly rushes of cold air can lead to an unstable ma-
rine boundary layer favourable for waterspout formation
in regions where also the boundary layer vertical vortic-
ity is enhanced. This would be the case where horizon-
tal convergence lines occur, possibly in connection with
land-sea breezes or outflows from neighbouring convec-
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tion (cf. SIMPSON et al., 1986; BRADY and SZOKE,
1989).
Interestingly, the annual cycle of land-falling water-
spouts looks very different, with a broad summer max-
imum from June to August. This resembles the annual
cycle of tornadoes over land which peaks in July (cf.
DOTZEK, 2001, 2005). Most likely, days with land-
falling waterspouts are characterised by environments
generally supportive of (severe) thunderstorm forma-
tion. Such thunderstorms, in particular mesocyclonic
storms forming in a high-shear environment, tend to
propagate at a substantial speed and thus enhance the
chance of landfall for any tornado forming over water. In
this setup, also phenomena like convergence lines over
water will be less influential and thus lower the likeli-
hood of a waterspout remaining offshore. For this rea-
son, most of the cases making landfall must be assumed
to have been waterspouts from thunderstorms and not
from towering cumuli over convergence lines. Fig. 3d
shows the accumulated number of waterspout reports
per day, revealing again the main late summer peak, but
also a secondary peak around the end of June. The 15-
day boxcar running means of waterspout days1 and wa-
terspout reports illustrate that both peak periods of re-
ports are dominated by multi-funnel waterspout events,
and that mid-August is the period in which to expect
the highest numbers of waterspouts: Both the curves for
waterspout days and for the number of reported funnels
have their maxima then. In June, however, the weaker
maximum does not show up for waterspout days. Thus,
the data suggest a high likelihood of multiple funnel wa-
terspout events in this month. Given the limited number
of available cases, this secondary maximum may be a
sampling artefact, but physical reasons may also play a
role. The secondary maximum extends from mid-June to
early July. This coincides with the time in which to ex-
pect the last notable rush of cold northerly flow before
the start of the actual summer season. One may specu-
late that this airmass would also have higher low-level
wind shear and instability.
In this context, Fig. 3d can also be compared to the
monthly mean vertical temperature gradient in the tro-
posphere at 50◦ N, 10◦ E as analysed by EMEIS and
KERSCHGENS (1985, their Fig. 2). This gradient has a
maximum in the lower troposphere (850 to 1000 hPa)
in June and a tendency towards a second weak max-
imum in August. In the mid-troposphere (500 to 850
hPa), there are two maxima in May and August, while
the upper troposphere (200 to 500 hPa) shows two max-
ima in May and September. As will be substantiated by
the case study in Sec. 3.1, the instability in the lowest
5 km of the troposphere is relevant for the occurrence
of waterspouts. Accordingly, also from this temperature
lapse rate analysis we might argue that May-June and
August are favourable months for convective events, in-
1A waterspout day is defined as a day on which at least one waterspout was
reported.
cluding waterspouts. Due to the much lower SST in June
compared to August, it is plausible that the dominant
maximum in reported waterspout events in Fig. 3d is in
August and only a small secondary peak appears in June.
However, only analysis of a larger waterspout sample in
the future will allow deciding if the secondary June max-
imum is a robust feature of the climatology.
Due to the low number of waterspouts with an inten-
sity rating based on the Fujita- or F-scale (cf. FUJITA,
1981), we do not provide a graph with the resulting in-
tensity distribution (which was analysed for tornadoes
over land by DOTZEK et al., 2003, 2009 and FEUER-
STEIN et al., 2005). Instead, we only note here that ex-
cept for one F3-report, all other cases were confined to
F0 to F2 in intensity (18 to about 60 m s−1), that is, only
few waterspouts are significant (F2 or higher). This sup-
ports the notion that most waterspouts either originate
from non-mesocyclonic thunderstorms (cf. DOTZEK et
al., 2005), or even non-thundering convection (Cu con),
so-called “fair-weather waterspouts” (cf. SIOUTAS and
KEUL, 2007; KEUL et al., 2007).
Nevertheless, it should be kept in mind that even
the lower threshold of the F1-class on the Fujita scale
is already at Bft 12 and can thus pose a severe threat
to smaller vessels, offshore wind parks, or platforms.
One should note here that the wind field in waterspouts
is essentially different from the large-scale wind field
of an extratropical cyclone. While wind parks or ves-
sels may well withstand winds of Bft 12 or somewhat
above, waterspouts pose a higher threat due to their wind
shear across the vortex diameter. Large wind energy
converters have dimensions similar to those of the wa-
terspout funnels. Thus a wind turbine might experience
hurricane-force or stronger winds of opposite directions
at the tips of the rotor blades, and the forces thus en-
acted on the wind turbine are likely to exceed the limits
of its design criteria (cf. STORK et al., 1998). For this
reason, to build a better knowledge base of the water-
spout climatology over the German Bight or the Baltic
Sea is also an economically important task due to the
big investments required to install many prospected off-
shore wind energy plants, and further due to the high
vessel density (cf. EUROPEAN COMMISSION, 2008).
Assuming an area of about 100 km2 (10 x 10 km2) as
typical for prospective offshore wind parks off the Ger-
man coast, one can estimate the probability that such
a wind park will be affected by waterspouts. We will
not compute the probability that a single wind turbine is
hit by the vortex centre, i.e. the probability of a mathe-
matical point being hit (THOM, 1963). Due to the hor-
izontal wind shear across the vortex’ core and mantle
regions, even a near miss by a waterspout may be haz-
ardous for a wind turbine. In addition, it is presently un-
clear if the small-scale wind field in a wind park altered
by the wind turbine wakes themselves (CHRISTIANSEN
and HASAGER, 2005) may actually increase the likeli-
hood of a hit once a waterspout enters an array of wind
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turbines. Hence, we focus on the recurrence time of a
waterspout anywhere within the wind park instead of at
an individual wind turbine site.
Taking the waterspout incidence presently known
for the German North Sea coast (about one tornado
per 10 000 km2 per year, cf. Fig. 2b and the esti-
mates by KOSCHMIEDER, 1946 or DOTZEK, 2003), one
can expect one tornado in an offshore wind park once
within one hundred years. This includes the assumption
that waterspouts occur homogeneously over the German
Bight area. If using the upper limit of Koschmieder’s
estimate, 2 waterspouts per 10 000 km2 per year, the re-
currence time is reduced to 50 years for a single wind
park2.
While this still seems to be a long interval, one has
to take into account that the total area of off-shore wind
parks in the German Bight – including both operational
facilities and officially approved projects – is 648 km2
(Source: German Federal Maritime and Hydrographic
Agency; Bundesamt fu¨r Seeschifffahrt und Hydrogra-
phie), leading to a recurrence interval of less than eight
years for any wind park to be hit by waterspouts in a
given year, based on Koschmieder’s incidence estimate
of 2 waterspouts per year per 10 000 km2. A recent re-
port by the European Wind Energy Association (EWEA,
2007) identified that offshore North Sea wind parks with
an area of 17 900 km2 were needed to supply 180 GW,
i.e. about 25 % of Europe’s current electricity needs. A
scenario for 2020 foresees to install enough wind tur-
bines to produce 40 GW, which would require about
3980 km2 of wind parks. Should this scenario materi-
alise, one or more waterspouts within an offshore wind
park would have to be expected every other year.
3 Case studies
3.1 25 August 2005, North Sea: FINO1
platform and island of Sylt
Since September 2003, the research platform FINO1
is operated in the German Bight 45 km off the coast
northwest of the German island Borkum. The platform
is located at 54.0239◦ N, 06.5906◦ E, carries a 100 m
tall meteorological mast and has been erected to gain
reliable oceanographic and meteorological data for the
planning and designing of the first German offshore
wind park (cf. NEUMANN et al., 2006). During a reg-
ular service operation, several waterspouts were ob-
served and photographed serendipitously on 25 August
2This estimate is corroborated by an analysis of waterspout reports in the
European Severe Weather Database, ESWD, performed within the research
project RegioExAKT. For the climatological time period of 1950–2008, an
incidence of about 1.5 waterspouts per year per 10 000 km2 results, while
for the last decade with highest reporting efficiency, the values are rather 2–3
waterspouts per year per 10 000 km2.
2005. The observation of the waterspouts a few kilome-
tres away from the instrumented platform FINO1 of-
fers the unique occasion to perform a detailed analy-
sis of the local meteorological situation in which these
waterspouts formed in addition to a synoptic assess-
ment of the large-scale weather situation. Fig. 4 dis-
plays the synoptic conditions on 25 August 2005 at 1200
UTC from a 12-hour GFS model forecast. The Ger-
man Bight lay ahead of an upper-level trough which ap-
proached from the West. The trough contained rather
cold air (about –25◦ C at 500 hPa) and exhibited
strong horizontal temperature gradients. In contrast to
the upper-level conditions, the surface pressure and sur-
face temperature gradients were rather small. The pre-
dicted overall vertical instability for the troposphere was
weak, as indicated by the Lifted Index (LI). The fore-
cast LI of about 4 at 1200 UTC is usually not suf-
ficient for strong convection and thunderstorms. The
Emden radiosonde ascent (WMO station 10200, 53.38◦
N, 07.23◦ E, Fig. 5), on the other hand, showed weak
instability, confined within the lowest three kilometres
AGL. Above this layer, the atmosphere was stable for a
parcel representing the lowest 500 m AGL.
Yet, most of the three favourable conditions men-
tioned in Sec. 1 for the formation of tornadoes can be
identified from this ascent. Aside from the marginal
CAPE, there was considerable wind shear (21 kts at
1350 m ASL, 39 kts at 2250 m, 52 kts at 2750 m, and 64
kts at about 4500 m) with a slight veering below 850
hPa. The lifted condensation level (LCL) at 956 hPa
(about 400 m ASL) reflected the high boundary layer
moisture and provided a measure of the cloud bases in
Fig. 1. Taking this cloud base height as a scale, the ge-
ometric dimensions of the waterspouts may be inferred
from the photographs by expressing lengths as percent-
ages of the LCL height. Thus, the maximum diameter of
the visible funnel is estimated to about 50 to 100 m, and
sea spray swirled up from the sea surface up to about
200 to 250 m ASL (cf. LETZMANN, 1923).
The waterspouts fortunately did not hit the research
platform FINO1. The recordings from the platform (Fig.
6) merely showed the features of a gust front passing
the platform. Fig. 6a displays an increasing wind speed
at about 1035 UTC associated with a beginning decline
of the relative humidity. At 1104 UTC, the peak gust
occurred, two minutes after a sharp minimum in rela-
tive humidity. From about 1125 UTC on, the surface
pressure was increasing again. Fig. 6b focuses on the
time period from 1055 to 1155 UTC. At 1104 UTC, the
maximum of the 1 min-mean wind speed was recorded
at 90 m height and at 1106 UTC at 30 m height. In
both cases, the peak speed was around 15 m s−1. The
peak gusts were just 3 to 5 % higher than the 1-min
averages. From 1104 UTC onward, air temperature de-
creased by about 2 K until 1130 UTC. Even before the
passage of the convective line, the air was already about
1 K colder than the sea surface. At about 1114 UTC,
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Figure 4: 12-hour GFS model forecasts for 25 August 2005: (a) 500 hPa level (black: geopotential in gpdam, coloured: temperature in ◦C),
(b) 850 hPa level (black: geopotential in gpdam, coloured: temperature in ◦C), (c) surface chart (black: pressure in hPa) with overlay of 850
hPa equivalent potential temperature in ◦C (coloured lines), (d) Lifted Index.
Table 1: Selected ship observations made in the Baltic Sea on 10 April 1951. Abbreviations denote: HH = hour of observation (UTC); lat,
lon = latitude and longitude in 0.1◦; dd = wind direction rounded to next 10◦; fff = wind speed in kts; VV = visibility (95 = 2 km, 97 = 10
km); ww = recent weather (19 = tornado); tl = air temperature in ◦C; rf = relative humidity in %; tw = sea surface temperature (SST) in ◦C;
dif = difference between air temperature and SST in ◦C.
Date HH lat lon dd fff VV ww tl tf td rf tw dif 
10 Apr 1951 0 549 191 16 9 97 19 3.0      
10 Apr 1951 0 549 190 18 10 97 19       
10 Apr 1951 0 553 156 16 3 97 19 3.8 3.3 2.7 92 7.0 -3.2 
10 Apr 1951 0 549 133 9 21 97 19 5.2      
10 Apr 1951 12 588 180 11 12 95 19       
 
the mean wind speed reached a second maximum and
then started to wane. The temperature decrease during
the passage of the gust front was not connected to a sig-
nificant rise in surface pressure. Therefore it has to be as-
sumed that the cooling was due to cold air advection and
not due to strong downdrafts together with heavy precip-
itation (cf. SUCKSTORFF, 1938; NOTH, 1948). This is
reflected also by the wind index WINDEX (MCCANN,
1994) estimating the potential convective wind gusts at
the ground from the thermodynamic stratification of the
lower troposphere. WINDEX attained values below 10
m s−1 based on the 1200 UTC Emden proximity sound-
ing. However, formulations of the GUSTEX parame-
ter – which extend WINDEX by including also down-
ward transport of mid-tropospheric horizontal momen-
tum (GEERTS, 2001; DOTZEK and FRIEDRICH, 2009)
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Figure 5: 1200 UTC radiosonde ascent at Emden (north-western
Germany at the North Sea coast) on 25 August 2005. The right bold
curve gives the dry-bulb temperature in ◦C, the left bold curve the
dewpoint in ◦C. With the wind barbs, a short dash denotes 5 kts
(2.5 m s−1), a long dash 10 kts (5 m s−1), a triangle 50 kts (25
m s−1). The ascent of an air parcel representing the lowest 500
m above ground level (AGL) is shown by a thin curve. (Source:
weather.uwyo.edu/-upperair/europe.html).
– computed from the Emden radiosonde ascents at 1200
and 1800 UTC did indicate a moderate potential for con-
vective downdrafts, with potential surface gusts on the
order of 18 to 32 m s−1.
Precipitation was observed at FINO1 between 1100
and 1104 UTC as well as from 1118 UTC onwards.
This is most likely responsible for the increase in rela-
tive humidity after the passage of the gust front. From
this data, the passage of the surface convergence line
(or gust front) itself at which the waterspouts formed, is
derived to have happened sometime between 1104 and
1125 UTC.
The convergence line moved eastward and passed the
island of Sylt at about 1500 UTC, where another water-
spout was observed at that time. Similarly detailed me-
teorological information as from the FINO1 platform is
not available for Sylt. Besides, the closest radiosonde
station, Schleswig, had ascents only at 1200 UTC and
then 0000 UTC on the next day.
3.2 10 April 1951: Waterspouts over the Baltic
Sea
The evaluation of waterspout observations from vol-
untary observing ships in the marine-meteorological
archive of Deutscher Wetterdienst DWD resulted in an
accumulation of occurrences on 10 April 1951 over the
Baltic Sea (see Table 1). At 0000 UTC (local time LST
was UTC plus one hour), four waterspouts over the
southern and south-eastern part of the Baltic Sea were
observed, out of which two messages off the Gdansk
Bay may mean the same event. At noon, another tornado
occurred further north in the area of the Swedish islands
east of Nyna¨shamn.
This case is examined having in mind that in the early
1950s, numerical weather analyses and forecasts offer-
ing complete information about the atmospheric condi-
tions did not yet exist. The analysis is therefore based on
the manually written and analysed weather charts of the
former Meteorological Service of North-Western Ger-
many ‘Meteorologisches Amt fu¨r Nordwestdeutschland,
Hamburg’ and the publications of the daily weather re-
port ’Ta¨glicher Wetterbericht des Deutschen Wetterdi-
enstes in der US-Zone’ (DWD, 1951) and ‘Deutsches
Meteorologisches Jahrbuch 1951’ (MHD-DDR, 1952),
containing the data of the radiosonde ascents in the Ger-
man Democratic Republic.
Fig. 7 displays the synoptic conditions across Eu-
rope and the North Atlantic on 10 April 1951, 0000
UTC. Between a high-pressure area across the North At-
lantic and an even stronger one over north-eastern Eu-
rope, an extended low-pressure system stretched across
West and Central Europe. The surface low (Fig. 7a)
was embedded in a pronounced trough, expanding to
the Mediterranean. While strengthening, this low moved
from southern England to the German Bight from 9
to 10 April. Its frontal system crossed the river Elbe
by midnight. Rain east of the front marked lifting of
warm air ahead of the cold front over the Baltic Sea.
At that time, several tornadoes were observed across the
southern Baltic Sea. In the course of 10 April, the low
relocated slowly to the Danish islands in the western
Baltic Sea and the by-then occluded front reached the
island ¨Oland around noon. Ahead of the occlusion, an-
other waterspout appeared in the area of the Swedish
islands, east of Nyna¨shamn. To verify the conditions
for a genesis of waterspouts pointed out in Sec. 1, only
the radio soundings of the German station Greifswald
(WMO station 10184, 54.09◦ N, 13.39◦ E) were avail-
able, because other WMO radio sounding stations like
Schleswig were not yet in service. At Greifswald, ra-
diosondes were launched twice a day, at 0230 and 1430
UTC, unfortunately only after the tornadoes had been
observed. The radiosonde ascents of 9 April at 1450
UTC (20 minutes later than usual, Fig. 8) and 10 April at
0230 UTC show that the atmospheric layering was sta-
ble. On 10 April at 0230 UTC, the variation of the rel-
ative humidity was parallel to that of the air (dry-bulb)
temperature, likely indicating that the mechanic sensor
was frozen and not working correctly. Therefore, only
the radio sounding in the afternoon of 9 April is taken
into further consideration (Fig. 8). It shows moist air at
a height of about 2 km, below a small temperature in-
version in which the humidity declines, and cold, dry air
aloft. No vertical wind shear is seen, because the data
did not extend upward far enough. Obviously, the cloud
amount of 8/10 Cu con prevented tracking of the balloon
with the theodolite higher than 1.4 km AGL.
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Figure 6: Meteorological recordings at the FINO1 platform on 25 August 2005. a) 0840–1340 UTC. Blue horizontal line: SST in ◦C, bold
red and black curve: wind speed in m s−1 at 30 and 90 m ASL, thin grey and pink curves: 1 s-gust speeds in m s−1, light green, violet, and
light blue curves (very close together just below SST): air temperature at 70, 50, and 40 m above sea level, grey-blue: surface pressure in 10
Pa (30 = 997 hPa), dark yellow: relative humidity in %. (b) Close-up of selected meteorological recordings from 1055 to 1145 UTC, marked
by the rectangular outline in a).
Assuming that the lower layer of the atmosphere be-
came moister due to the lifting of the air in front of the
occlusion and the evaporation of the warmer water of
the Baltic Sea (as confirmed by a relative humidity of
92 % in one of the ship observations in Table 1), the
radiosonde ascent of 9 April at 1450 UTC may be modi-
fied accordingly (Fig. 8). Such modifications are appro-
priate when the nearest available radiosonde does not
represent the boundary layer characteristics at the place
of the event in question, cf. HANNESEN et al. (1998).
Accordingly, considering water vapour saturation in the
ground layer, the lifted condensation level (LCL) de-
scends to 977 hPa, resulting in vertical instability of the
troposphere and a convective available potential energy
(CAPE) of 935 J kg−1.
In addition to the observations of tornadoes, the re-
lease of instability in the atmosphere was indicated by
the reported occurrence of thunderstorms. In contrast
to our North Sea case which was characterised by fair-
weather waterspouts, the Baltic Sea waterspouts stud-
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ied here had likely originated from thunderstorms, so
the significant difference in atmospheric environmental
conditions between the two cases is plausible.
Figure 7: Synoptic situation across Europe and the North Atlantic
on 10 April 1951, 0000 UTC; a) Surface air pressure (hPa) and cold




BISSOLLI et al. (2007) presented an analysis of the cou-
pling between tornadoes and specific synoptic settings
over Germany. However, prediction of actual areas with
possible tornado formation requires a forecast of the ver-
tical structure of the lower troposphere with high spa-
tial resolution. The occurrence of the waterspouts on 25
August 2005 was rather unexpected because the pre-
dicted instability was low. Partly, the low Lifted In-
dex was caused by the stable stratification of the air
mass above 3 km. Therefore, the probability for thun-
derstorms was small. What must have been decisive for
the eventual formation of the waterspouts was the strong
vertical wind shear within the lower 3000 m and strong
local instabilities as indicated by the presence of the very
shallow layer with dry air (25 % relative humidity) at a
height of 2250 m above sea level. The prediction of such
shallow layers is probably not feasible with present-day
operational weather forecast models.
What can also be concluded from the cases presented
here is that commonly used thunderstorm parameters
like the Lifted Index can be quite insignificant for the
prediction of waterspouts, especially those of the fair-
weather type. In contrast to the thunderstorm-related wa-
terspouts, there is a clear need to define new, tailored in-
dices to better grasp the cases coupled only to at most
towering cumulus (Cu con). Such indices should never-
theless rely on quantities which are easy to observe and
which are representative for a larger region, not only for
the point where the waterspouts occurred.
The latter requirement is illustrated by the fact that
even the FINO1 data do not show any extraordinary fea-
tures which might point to the passage of waterspouts
nearby. Only the strong decrease in relative humidity be-
fore the passage of the gust front indicates the advection
of drier air masses. However, by itself, this feature is not
sufficient to expect the occurrence of waterspouts. Thus,
the analysis of meteorological surface data alone is not
sufficient for either a tornado watch or warning.
However, two recent approaches led to the proposal
of waterspout forecast indices for application over the
western North Sea (KUIPER and VAN DER HAVEN,
2007) and the central-eastern Mediterranean Sea (KEUL
et al., 2007, 2009). The KHS index proposed by KUIPER
and VAN DER HAVEN (2007) uses the 0–3 km ASL
wind shear, the 0–500 m lapse rate, the average humid-
ity in the lowest 1 km, and the 10-m wind speed as in-
put variables. However, due to its more thorough ver-
ification, we apply the method by KEUL et al. (2007,
2009) which uses an empirical nomogram technique
(SZILAGYI, 2009) coupling the convective cloud depth,
i.e. the distance between the equilibrium level (EL) and
the LCL as derived from a sounding, and the tempera-
ture difference between the SST and the 850 hPa level
as forecast parameters. Under the additional constraint
that the 850 hPa winds should be below 40 kts, the set-
ting with high waterspout likelihood forms a distinct
region in the parameter space, readily usable with the
Szilagyi waterspout nomogram shown by KEUL et al.
(2007, 2009), see Fig. 9. Note that in the empirical de-
sign of the waterspout region boundaries, the goal was
not to include all conceivable events, but mainly the
most well-defined waterspout cases (SZILAGYI, 2009,
pers. comm.).
For the Mediterranean cases, the Keul et al. (2007,
2009) method had a rather high probability of detection
(POD) of about 90 %. Therefore, it is interesting to ap-
ply this method to our cases. On 25 August 2005, when
the fair-weather waterspouts were observed, the temper-
ature difference between SST and the 850 hPa level was
17.5◦C – 5.0◦C = 12.5 K. Cloud depth based on the Em-
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Figure 8: Radiosonde ascent at Greifswald of 9 April 1951 at 1450
UTC. The dashed curve denotes the dewpoint and the middle solid
line gives the temperature profile. Wind measurements are only
available up to 800 hPa. The ascent of an assumed surface parcel
with about 12 ◦C is given by the rightmost curve and leads to CAPE
= 935 J kg−1 between about 900 and 320 hPa, denoted by the light-
grey area.
den radiosonde (Fig. 5) was about 2000 m. So Fig. 9
shows that this case was outside the waterspout region in
the Szilagyi waterspout nomogram of KEUL et al. (2007,
2009) but at least fell beneath their synoptic “upper low”
category, in agreement with the observed synoptic situ-
ation. Note from Fig. 9 that also KEUL et al. (2009) had
consistently shown events from the Aegean and Adriatic
Sea in this region of the nomogram. So there appears
to be the need to modify the empirical nomogram to in-
clude this region of the parameter space as well.
For the 1951 Baltic Sea case, the observed thunder-
storm-related waterspouts are corroborated by the lower
temperature difference between SST and the 850 hPa
level, which was 7.0◦C – 0.5◦C = 6.5 K. According to
the modified radiosonde ascent, the EL was at 30 000
ft. The observed Cu con cloud base on the afternoon
of 9 April was at about 4000 ft, such that the resulting
convective cloud depth was 26 000 ft. In the Szilagyi
waterspout nomogram of Fig. 9, this is near the lower
end of the thunderstorm-related area: A satisfactory re-
sult given the limited data available for the 1951 case.
4.2 Reporting effects on climatology
Sec. 2 provided an overview of the German waterspout
climatology based on the TorDACH data until 2005. The
diurnal cycle in Fig. 3b revealed a spiky and noisy sig-
nal instead of a smooth distribution and it was argued
above that reporting effects in the SYNOP ship reports
play a role here. This will now be quantified in more de-
tail, also with respect to the distribution of waterspout
reports per weekday.
Most of the spikes in Fig. 3b correspond to the stan-
dard meteorological hours, first of all 1200 UTC (note
that the points in the graph are plotted at the centre of
the hour preceding the reporting time, thus for instance,
the 1200 value is plotted at 1130 UTC), then 0600 and
1800, and secondarily 0900, 1500, 2100 and 0000 UTC
(plotted at 2330 UTC). The hours between midnight and
about 0400 UTC are nearly void of reports, including the
0300 SYNOP reporting time. This quantisation of the
reports is predominantly caused by ship reports. So the
spikes may indeed be reasonable estimators of the true
frequency of waterspouts during their time of day, in-
stead of their appearance as exaggerations. On the con-
trary, the ”valleys” between the spikes give us an im-
pression of how much of the true waterspout occurrence
we apparently miss from underreporting.
Apart from the isolated peaks in the diurnal cycle, note
the broader period with many reports from about 0500
to 1000 UTC. While this period also contains the 0600
and 0900 spikes, the number of reports remains substan-
tial during the other hours in this period. This may be
evidence in support of the climatological expectation of
a morning maximum in waterspout occurrence as out-
lined in Sec. 2. Yet apparently, the noise level still does
not lead to a truly smooth distribution during this time of
day. A way out of this problem with the coupling of ship
reports to the standard SYNOP times is to augment the
waterspout database by reports from other vessels which
are free to report extreme events immediately. This in-
cludes yachtsmen who sail not only the North and Baltic
Seas, but also the Mediterranean Sea exactly at the right
time of year, during summer and early autumn.
There are also other issues with the reporting of wa-
terspouts which differ significantly from reporting is-
sues known for other severe storm phenomena. The spa-
tial distribution of SYNOP ship reports is also heav-
ily biased towards the main ship routes around Europe,
which mainly follow the coastlines or few main routes
on open waters (not shown). Again, more public re-
ports from yachtsmen usually avoiding these routes may
improve the situation in the future. There is currently
an effort taken by the ESSL to augment the ESWD
database by establishing contacts to the yachting com-
munity and to disseminate the knowledge that water-
spout reports can be entered by the ESWD public in-
terface www.essl.org/ESWD/.
Yet, not only do spatial and daytime biases exist in
the waterspout reports, but also the reporting frequency
by weekday shows some peculiarities which make the
climatologist’s work more complex, as illustrated in Ta-
ble 2 for all waterspouts (including events before 1950)
as well as the subsets of 1950–2005 only and all Lake
Constance cases. We first focus on the data for all water-
spouts, a set of 238 reports. Here, the distribution from
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Figure 9: Szilagyi waterspout nomogram after KEUL et al. (2007, 2009) with limiting lines of waterspout occurrence and enclosed areas in
parameter space belonging to certain synoptic and mesoscale situations (thunderstorms, upper low, land breeze, winter cold-air outbreak).
The two labelled bold open circles indicate the locations of the North and Baltic Sea cases studied here in comparison to the Mediterranean
cases from KEUL et al. (2007, 2009).
Table 2: Distribution of waterspout reports by weekday in the region 46◦ to 56.5◦ latitude, and 5◦ to 16◦ longitude, split into different
reporting categories. For comparison, the subsets of reports since 1950 and of the Lake Constance waterspouts are given. Except for one
Thursday event, all Lake Constance waterspouts remained offshore (database: TorDACH V1.6).





















n 238 212 26 50 188 169 148 21 49 120 38 
Mon 31 29 2 10 21 20 19 1 10 10 12 
Tue 48 38 10 8 40 39 30 9 8 31 3 
Wed 30 23 7 7 23 21 15 6 7 14 6 
Thu 32 30 2 9 23 19 17 2 8 11 6 
Fri 30 29 1 8 22 27 26 1 8 19 3 
Sat 26 22 4 4 22 21 19 2 4 17 1 
Sun 23 23 0 4 19 18 18 0 4 14 1 
n/a 18 18 0 0 18 4 4 0 0 4 6 
 
Monday to Friday is relatively homogeneous with about
30 reports on each weekday. Only Tuesday makes an
exception with 48 reports, but this may be a coinciden-
tal effect due to a number of multi-funnel events on this
weekday in the relatively small sample of 238 reports.
However, during the weekend, the reporting drops to
26 reports on Saturday and 23 reports on Sunday, that is,
by roughly 17 % compared to the rest of the week. One
might argue that the lower numbers during the week-
end are just as coincidental as the peak on Tuesday, but
the likelihoods of upward and downward variability are
not equally distributed. It may well be that a few large
events push the numbers for one particular weekday up-
ward (i. e., for a minority of realisations of the full sam-
ple), but to have low numbers on just one or two days
of the week by coincidence would imply that all other
days had been favoured by chance (i. e., a majority of
the possible realisations). As there are no “negative wa-
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terspouts” in nature, the likelihood of peaks and gaps in
a discrete distribution is asymmetric. Hence, there is a
higher level of confidence that days with low number of
reports are significant than for isolated days with above-
average reports.
That said, one can analyse the set of 238 waterspouts
and split it up into either offshore and landfalling cases
or into ship reports versus ground reports. In all of these,
there is a tendency for low numbers during the weekend,
most pronounced in the list of ship reports, where the re-
porting drops by more than 50 % compared to the rest of
the week. Similar results hold for the 1950–2005 subset
of the data. One might imagine reasons why waterspout
reports drop on Saturdays and Sundays: Manned mete-
orological observing stations may switch to automatic
operations during the weekend; a Saturday waterspout
may have a smaller chance to be still mentioned in the
Monday news, and so on. But all these options refer to
reports from ground stations and cannot explain why one
should have 50 % less SYNOP waterspout reports from
ships on Saturdays and Sundays, unless the vessel den-
sities themselves had a minimum during the weekend.
Interestingly, a similar effect can be seen in the list
of the 38 Lake Constance waterspouts in Table 2. Also
here, Saturday and Sunday yield by far the lowest num-
bers of reported events. As these are all ground reports,
the abovementioned reasons may have played a role. But
it is certainly striking that in all categories of Table 2, the
weekend waterspouts have either the lowest numbers or
are at least close to the days with the lowest numbers. It
would be helpful if the data sample were larger, for in-
stance by routinely including all SYNOP reports to the
ESWD database in the future, but for the time being, we
have to settle with the available numbers. Furthermore,
as waterspouts are not recorded in the United States tor-
nado database, there is also no US climatology available
for comparison to our findings.
5 Conclusions
Apart from the probably still increasing transport vol-
umes on shipping routes in the North and Baltic Seas,
especially the planned establishment of large offshore
wind parks will make this region more vulnerable to
weather hazards. In view of this fact, our study of re-
ported waterspout events over the German Bight and the
Baltic Sea showed:
• For present offshore wind park development sce-
narios for 2020, waterspout events anywhere within
such parks may occur every other year in the future;
• The Lifted Index does not appear to be a suitable pre-
dictor for the formation of waterspouts, in particular
those of the fair-weather type not related to thunder-
storms. A possibly more appropriate predictor should
focus on low-level instability and wind shear, as pro-
posed by KEUL et al. (2007, 2009). The predictive
skill of such parameters to forecast the occurrence of
waterspouts and tornadoes over land has to be further
tested from a statistically significant number of cases
for each climatologically distinct region;
• The Szilagyi waterspout nomogram concept is a very
promising approach to operational waterspout fore-
casting. However, based on our 2005 case and several
of the cases presented by KEUL et al. (2009), a mod-
ification of the empirical Szilagyi waterspout nomo-
gram in the parameter region below the “upper low”
and “land breeze” waterspouts appears advisable to
include a presently uncovered parameter region with
consistent occurrence of waterspouts;
• Even detailed local meteorological surface measure-
ments just a few kilometres away from waterspouts
may not be sufficient to indicate their occurrence.
Therefore, tornado and waterspout statistics will
have to rely on visual observations for some time
to come, despite potential improvements from new
forecast indices;
• The waterspout climatology over the North and
Baltic Seas is still significantly affected by report-
ing issues arising from preferred observation regions
(main ship routes) or reporting times (SYNOP main
meteorological hours). These may be mitigated by
more reports from yachtsmen;
• The observed tendency for low numbers of reported
waterspouts during the weekend awaits both re-
evaluation based on larger sample sizes, and a con-
vincing explanation should it prove to be a robust
feature.
With further development of the European Severe
Weather Database ESWD, we can expect to obtain the
necessary large, consistent set of waterspout reports over
all European waters in the near future.
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